Prohibition in Minnesota:Two HistoryPin Tours
This project connects local residents of Minnesota with the real history surrounding speakeasies
in two major cities and in throughout the state. All establishments contain a blurb discussing
how connected to history they are and what atmosphere they attempt to create. Also included
is information about the buildings that have history the speakeasies do not always capitalize on.
These will encourage locals to explore their areas in the cities in an engaging manner. It is aimed
at young adults, seeing as all these establishments sell alcohol. Within the Twin Cities, many of
these establishments are close enough to be explored in one day. Also interspersed through
these maps are locations of historic events regarding Prohibition, to encourage more reflection
on what that time in history really looked and acted like.
The establishments in this project are not an exhaustive list of what is available in the state of
Minnesota, they are merely meant to exist as a starting point. From exposure to these locations,
the idea is that people will gain an appreciation for history and seek out local historical societies
or the state historical society- both of whom have varying exhibits about Prohibition ongoing. By
creating history that is engaging, this project will encourage the investigation of local history that
otherwise might not happen. It also provides a way for history buffs to encourage their friends
on adventures they otherwise might not be interested in.
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See above this: the two posters created to hang in tourism board buildings. The design
is simple, but meant to grab the eye, and the inclusion of a QR code reduces the
grabbing of a paper brochure only to throw it out later. It encourages interaction and
provides a direct link to each tour as advertised on the poster.

